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60 MacArthur Drive, Wilton, NSW 2571

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 4 Area: 2 m2 Type: Acreage
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$2,000,000

Live life somewhere special with this exceptional 5-acre Wilton property. Nestled alongside a gorgeous green corridor, 60

MacArthur Drive offers that ideal, picturesque lifestyle without having to give up on modern comforts. Its central location

places it within 30-minutes of Wollongong beaches and a short trip to Camden up North or Mittagong down South,

meaning you’re never too far from the action. The property impresses with its spectacular natural surroundings and

versatile landscape. The entire acreage is level and usable, ample shedding and accompanying stables present options for

horse agistment/training or a tradesman with larger vehicles and equipment with direct side access to the shed. The

four-bedroom home itself is a true delight, expressing its bright atmosphere and spacious living areas in all the ways a

semi-rural excels at. The lounge and dining space is of particular note for its comfortable design and core location and is

supplied quite easily by the fully renovated kitchen with its marble-top benches and 900mm cooktop and oven. These

interior living areas easily spill out to the covered entertaining area beyond, providing the perfect place to relax with a cup

of tea and enjoy your surroundings. This outdoor undercover area has previously held 100 plus guests for

occasion/holiday celebrations. Bedrooms are equipped with built-in robes, with a walk-in robe and ensuite to the master.

The detached theatre room is impressively sized and highly versatile, served by its own kitchen, storage, and powder

room – consider options for a teenager’s retreat or in-law accommodation. Set amongst the wonderful Wilton backdrop,

this beautiful property boasts both privacy and a central, convenient location that leaves you holding all the cards. For

more information on this spectacular offering, be sure to contact McLaren Real Estate ASAP. Features include: • Land size

– 5 acres• Private Wilton property in central location, places it within a comfortable 23km drive of Camden, 40km to

Mittagong, and 30-minutes to beautiful Wollongong beaches. • Massive 11x13.2m shed with stables – options for horse

agistment/tradesman. • Large, detached theatre room with accompanying kitchen, storage, and powder room, with

potential retooling into fifth bedroom/studio subject to council approval. • Spacious central lounge and dining area

supplied by adjacent upgraded kitchen. Disclaimer: All information contained herein is gathered from sources we deem to

be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee its accuracy and interested persons should rely on their own enquiries.


